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Abstract. Let Γ be a cocompact Fuchsian group. We calculate
the lower algebraic K-theory of the integral group ring ZΓ and
find an explicit formula for Ki(ZΓ), i ≤ 1, in terms of the lower
K-groups of finite cyclic groups.

1. Introduction

For R a ring with unit, Ki(R) denotes the algebraic K-groups of R,
for i ∈ Z. The lower algebraic K-theory (i ≤ 1) of integral group rings
ZG is reasonably understood for G finite, and the lower Whitehead
groups Whi(G) (a “reduced” Ki(ZG)) are conjectured to be trivial for
G torsion-free, but the groups Ki(ZG) for G infinite with torsion for the
most part remain unknown. Results in the case of G infinite with tor-
sion include work of Bass-Murthy on finitely generated abelian groups
[3], Berkove-Farrell-Juan-Pearson on Bianchi groups [5], Burgisser on
arithmetic groups [6], Connolly-Koźniewski, Pearson and Tsapogas on
crystallographic groups [7], [19] and [22], Farrell-Hsiang and Farrell-
Jones on virtually cyclic groups [11] and [13], and Upadhyay for dis-
crete subgroups of SL3(Z) [23]. However, few of the papers listed above

contain a complete description of K̃0(ZG) or Wh(G) where the result
is non-vanishing.

In this paper we concentrate on the lower algebraic K-theory of co-
compact Fuchsian groups Γ, and obtain an explicit formula for Wh(Γ),

K̃0(ZΓ) and the negative K-groups of ZΓ in terms of the K-groups
of the finite cyclic groups of Γ. As Wh(G), K̃0(ZG) and K−1(ZG)
are usually non-trivial for finite cyclic groups G, we consequently find
the lower algebraic K-theory of ZΓ to be non-trivial for most Fuchsian
groups Γ.

A Fuchsian group is a discrete subgroup of PSL2(R) or a conjugate
of such a group in PSL2(C). As PSL2(R) can be identified with the
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orientation-preserving isometries of the hyperbolic plane H2, the Fuch-
sian groups act in a natural way on H2. We say a Fuchsian group Γ
is cocompact if the orbit space H2/Γ is compact. Farrell and Jones
[12] have proved there is a significant simplification in calculating the
lower algebraic K-theory of discrete cocompact subgroups of virtually
connected Lie groups and their subgroups. Specifically, if Γ is such
a group, the computations of Ki(ZΓ) for i ≤ 1 can be reduced to a
calculation based on the K-groups of the virtually cyclic subgroups of
Γ, where a group is virtually cyclic if it contains a cyclic subgroup of
finite index. The cocompact Fuchsian groups provide a large class of
examples to which the results of Farrell-Jones can be applied.

We show in this paper that a further reduction can be made: the
lower algebraic K-theory of a cocompact Fuchsian group depends on
the K-theory of its finite subgroups. Having reduced to finite sub-
groups, we use spectral sequences to prove

Main Theorem. Let Γ be a Fuchsian group such that the orbit space
H2/Γ is compact. Let {vi} be the vertices of H2/Γ and let Z/mi be the
stabilizer of a lift ṽi. Then

K−1(ZΓ) ∼= ⊕K−1(Z[Z/mi]),

K̃0(ZΓ) ∼= ⊕K̃0(Z[Z/mi]),

and

Wh(Γ) ∼= ⊕Wh(Z/mi).

It is well-known that given a collection of integers {g; m1, m2, ..., mk}
satisfying mi ≥ 2 and 2g−2+Σ(1−1/mi) > 0, there exists a Fuchsian
group Γ and a fundamental polygon with k vertices in H2 such that
the stabilizer of the ith vertex is Z/mi. Furthermore H

2/Γ has genus
g. Thus our result provides an infinite collection of groups with non-
vanishing Whitehead groups, non-vanishing reduced projective class
group, and non-vanishing negative K-groups.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the fun-
damental results of Farrell and Jones and other necessary background
material. In Section 3 we classify up to isomorphism the virtually cyclic
subgroups of PSL2(C), which includes a suprisingly short list of finite
subgroups, a small number of infinite families, and a few “sporadic”
infinite subgroups. We then specialize to Fuchsian groups and find that
the only possible virtually cyclic subgroups of Fuchsian groups are the
finite cyclic groups Z/n, the infinite cyclic group Z, and the infinite
dihedral group D∞. In Section 4 we use this classification to prove
the lower algebraic K-theory of any cocompact Fuchsian group comes
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from its finite subgroups in a “spectral sequence sense.” In Section 5
we perform the spectral sequence computations needed to complete the
proof of the main result.

We take a few lines to express our warmest thanks to the people that
have kindly helped us in the realization of this work.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we discuss the key results of Farrell-Jones and Davis-
Lück needed to prove the main theorem. We begin by establishing
notation and recalling some definitions.

Denote by O(Γ) the orbit category of Γ, introduced by Bredon. Its
objects are the homogeneous spaces Γ/H regarded as left Γ-spaces, and
its morphisms are Γ-maps. Denote by O(Γ,F) ⊂ O(Γ) the full sub-
category consisting of objects Γ/H, where H ∈ F and F is a family of
subgroups of Γ closed under conjugation and inclusion. Let K : O(Γ)→
Ω−SPECTRA be the algebraic K-theory functor of Davis-Lück [8]. A
key property of this functor is that πn(K(Γ/H)) ∼= Kn(ZH). In fact,
K(Γ/H) has the weak homotopy type of Gersten’s delooping spectrum
K(ZH) [15]. Let hocolim

O(Γ,F)
K be the homotopy colimit of the functor K

over the category O(Γ,F) as defined in [8].
Given two families F ⊆ F ′ of subgroups of Γ, the inclusion of sub-

categories induces a map

ιF ,F ′ : hocolim
O(Γ,F)

K→ hocolim
O(Γ,F ′)

K,

and corresponding maps

AF ,F ′ : πn(hocolim
O(Γ,F)

K)→ πn(hocolim
O(Γ,F ′)

K).

These are collectively known as assembly maps ([8], [12]). If we set
F ′ = Fall, the family of all subgroups of Γ, we can identify πn(hocolim

O(Γ)
K)

with Kn(ZΓ) via the final object Γ/Γ. If in addition we set F = Fe,
the family consisting of the trivial subgroup only, then AF ,F ′ is the
classical assembly map

A : Hn(BΓ;K∗(Z))→ Kn(ZΓ),

where H denotes homology with coefficients in the algebraic K-theory
spectrum of the integers. Assembly maps have the property that given
families F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ F3 of subgroups of Γ, then

AF1,F3 = AF2,F3 ◦AF1,F2 .
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In general, assembly maps need not be isomorphisms, but they are
key maps when trying to understand Kn(ZΓ) through a collection of
subgroups of Γ. We focus on the family of virtually cyclic subgroups.

Definition 1. A group G is virtually cyclic if it contains a cyclic sub-
group of finite index, i.e. if it is finite or contains a subgroup of finite
index which is isomorphic to Z.

For the rest of this paper, let FV C denote the family of virtually cyclic
subgroups and Ffin the family of finite subgroups.

Let X be a connected CW-complex, and let F∗() be one of the fol-
lowing spectrum-valued functors: P∗() (PDiff

∗
()) which maps X to

the Ω-spectrum of stable topological (smooth) pseudo-isotopies on X,
K∗() the functor mapping X to K(Zπ1X), or L−∞

∗
() the L−∞-surgery

functor. In [12], Farrell and Jones introduce “The Isomorphism Con-
jecture,” which postulates that F∗(X) can be computed in terms of
spectra {F∗(XH)}, where H ranges over all virtually cyclic subgroups
of π1(X). The K-theoretic version of the Isomorphism Conjecture,
reformulated in terms of the Davis-Lück functor, states:

Farrell-Jones Isomorphism Conjecture. The assembly map

AFV C ,Fall
: πn(hocolim

O(Γ,FV C)
K)→ πn(hocolim

O(Γ,Fall)
K) = Kn(ZΓ),

is an isomorphism for all n.

The main result in [12] is that the conjecture is true for the psuedo-
isotopy and smooth psuedo-isotopy functors when π1(X) = Γ is a sub-
group of a discrete cocompact subgroup of a virtually connected Lie
group. The identification in [1] of the lower homotopy groups of the
psuedo-isotopy spectrum and lower algebraic K-theory yields the fol-
lowing formulation:

Farrell-Jones Theorem. Let Γ be a subgroup of a cocompact discrete
subgroup of a virtually connected Lie group. Then

AFV C ,Fall
: πn(hocolim

O(Γ,FV C)
K)→ Kn(ZΓ)

is an isomorphism for n ≤ 1 and a surjection for n = 2.

Our next objective is to further reduce the problem from a computa-
tion involving the virtually cyclic subgroups of Γ to one involving only
the finite subgroups of Γ. We use the following result contained in the
appendix of [12].

Theorem 2. (cf. A.10 in [12]) Let F ⊆ F ′ be two families of sub-
groups of Γ. For each Q ∈ F ′\F , define the induced family of sub-
groups FQ of Q as FQ = {G∩Q|G ∈ F}. The assembly map AF ,F ′ is
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an isomorphism for j < n and is a surjection for j = n provided the
assembly map

AFQ,Fall(Q)
: πj(hocolim

O(Q,FQ)
K)→ Kn(ZQ)

is an isomorphism for all Q ∈ F ′ − F and all j ≤ n.

In order to apply Theorem 2 to the case of F = Ffin and F ′ = FV C ,
our first task is to determine up to isomorphism all infinite virtually
cyclic subgroups of the Fuchsian groups. Once that is established, we
must check the assembly map condition given in Theorem 2 for each
such subgroup. We accomplish the first task in Section 3 and the second
in Section 4.

3. Classification

We begin in a more general setting and classify all virtually cyclic
subgroups of PSL2(C), then specialize to the Fuchsian groups. The
finite subgroups of PSL2(C) are well-known (see [18], for example):
cyclic of any order, dihedral of any order, the alternating groups A4

and A5, and the symmetric group S4.
A general description of infinite virtually cyclic groups is given in

the following structure theorem due to P. Scott and T. Wall:

Theorem 3. [25] The following conditions on a finitely generated group
G are equivalent:

TF1 G contains an infinite cyclic subgroup of finite index (i.e. G is an
infinite virtually cyclic group).

TF2 G has a finite normal subgroup with quotient isomorphic to Z or
D∞.

TF3 G is isomorphic to an HNN extension of the form F ∗
F

with F

a finite group when the quotient is Z, and to an amalgamated
product

A ∗
F

B

where F is finite and |A : F | = |B : F | = 2 when the quotient is
D∞.

In light of condition TF2, it seems with so many finite subgroups
that the list of infinite virtually cyclic subgroups of PSL2(C) could
be quite large. In fact, due to the geometric properties of PSL2(C),
many of the extensions cannot occur. Elements of PSL2(C) can be
considered as fractional linear transformations, i.e. isometries of the
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complex plane, via the correspondence
(

a b
c d

)

←→ z 7−→
az + b

cz + d
.(1)

Recall that fractional linear transformations are triply transitive,
that is they can send any three complex values to any other three
complex values, and this uniquely determines the transformation. We
state another well-known property:

Proposition 4. (see [4], p.69) Two non-trivial elements f, g ∈ PSL2(C)
commute if and only if one of the two following conditions hold.

(i) they have exactly the same fixed point set.
(ii) each is elliptic of order two, and each interchanges the fixed points

of the other.

From Proposition 4 follows

Lemma 5. If G is a subgroup of PSL2(C) which fits into an extension
1→ F → G→ Z→ 1 where F is a finite group, then F is abelian.

Proof. First we observe that any such G has a subgroup isomorphic
to Z × F . Let Z = < t >. Then t acts on F by conjugation and
has finite order, say n. As tn acts trivially on (commutes with) F ,
< tn, F > ∼= Z × F . Let g and h be non-trivial elements of F . Since
g and tn commute and tn has infinite order, g and tn have the same
fixed point set by Proposition 4. Similarly h and tn have the same
fixed point set. Therefore g and h have the same fixed point set, so
they commute, and hence F is abelian.

Corollary 6. If G is a subgroup of PSL2(C) that fits into the sequence
1→ F → G→ Z→ 1, then F cannot be Dn, S4, A4, or A5.

Lemma 7. The group PSL2(C) does not contain a subgroup isomor-
phic to Q = Z×D2.

Proof. The subgroup Q is generated by an element t of infinite order,
two elements a, b of order two, and they all commute. We claim that a
and b do not share fixed points. A non-identity element of order two in

PSL2(C) is of the form

(

α β
γ −α

)

with determinant one. Considered

as a fractional linear transformation, the fixed points of this element
are α±i

γ
. It is easy to confirm that only one element of order two has

these fixed points. Thus case (i) in Proposition 4 does not apply, so
a and b are as in case (ii), with each interchanging the other’s fixed
points.
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As t commutes with both a and b it must share their fixed points.
However, by (ii) there are four of them, forcing t to be the identity
element.

These results leave finite cyclic groups as the only possible groups F
that occur in 1→ F → G→ Z→ 1. As any such extension must split
we obtain the following

Corollary 8. The subgroups of PSL2(C) of the type 1 → F → G →
Z→ 1 are either Z/n×Z or Z/n o Z, with the twisting determined by
conjugation of the generator of Z/n.

We next determine the infinite virtually cyclic subgroups G of the
type 1 → F → G → D∞ → 1. By condition TF3, these groups can
be written as amalgamated products where the amalgamated subgroup
F has index 2 in each of the factors. Thus, we rule out F = S4 and
A5, as neither is an index two subgroup of any finite subgroup in the
classification. Continuing to restrict the possibilities,

Lemma 9. The infinite cyclic subgroup Z/2n ∗
Z/n

Z/2n is not a sub-

group of PSL2(C). Consequently, S4 ∗
A4

S4 and D2n ∗
Dn

D2n cannot

occur either.

Proof. This is another consequence of Proposition 4. Let a and b be
generators of the copies of Z/2n with < a2 = b2 > generating the
amalgamated subgroup. Since a2 = b2, a and b have the same fixed
points. Thus they commute, which is impossible.

In summary,

Theorem 10. The possible infinite virtually cyclic subgroups of PSL2(C)
are: Z, D∞, Z/n× Z, Z/n o Z, Dn ∗

Z/n
Dn, and Dn ∗

Z/n
Z/2n.

We now turn our attention to the class of Fuchsian groups, which
further restricts this list.

Theorem 11. (see [14]) All finite subgroups of Fuchsian groups are
cyclic, and all abelian subgroups of Fuchsian groups are cyclic. In par-
ticular, Z/n×Z and hence Z/no Z are not subgroups of any Fuchsian
group.

The previous two theorems immediately yield

Theorem 12. If G is an infinite virtually cyclic subgroup of a Fuch-
sian group Γ then G ∼= Z or G ∼= D∞.

Remark 13.
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We quickly review some results concerning Fuchsian groups that we
use in the next section. We state these results without proof; the in-
terested reader should consult [4] or a similar text for details. Any
Fuchsian group Γ, i.e. any discrete subgroup of PSL2(R), can be real-
ized as the group of orientation-preserving symmetries of a polygonal
region in H2. The elements of finite order have geometric significance,
as each maximal finite subgroup forms the stabilizer of a vertex in H

2,
where H2 has a simplicial decomposition determined by a fundamental
polygon. Each cocompact Fuchsian group is classified by its signature,
{g; m1, m2, ..., mk}, which counts conjugacy classes of maximal finite
subgroups Z/mi and contains the genus g of the orbit space H

2/Γ.
Furthermore, given any collection of integers {g; m1, m2, ..., mk} with

mi ≥ 2, 2g−2+Σ(1−1/mi) > 0 there is a Fuchsian group and polygon
in H2 such that Z/mi are the vertex stabilizers and the quotient space
has genus g. One can thus find cocompact Fuchsian groups which have
an arbitrary finite number of torsion elements of any order. Since the
K-theory of Fuchsian groups comes from its finite subgroups, this con-
struction implies that the lower algebraic K-theory of Fuchsian groups
can be very complicated indeed.

4. Reduction to Finite Subgroups

Given the classification results from the previous section, we prove
in this section that Theorem 2 applies to any Fuchsian group Γ with
F = Ffin, F

′ = FV C , and n = 2. By Theorem 12 the only infinite
virtually cyclic subgroups of Γ (i.e. the only elements of FV C − Ffin)
are the infinite cyclic group Z and the infinite dihedral group D∞.

Proposition 14. The relative assembly map

AFfin,Fall
: πn(hocolim

O(Q,Ffin)
K)→ Kn(ZQ)

is an isomorphism for all j ≤ 2 and Q ∼= Z, D∞.

Proof. Since Z has no non-trivial finite subgroups, the relative assembly
map above is the classical assembly map, which is well-known to be an
isomorphism for n ≤ 2.

For D∞
∼= Z/2∗Z/2, the Gersten/Stallings/Waldhausen theorem for

for K-groups of free products (see [2]) shows that Wh(D∞), K̃0(Z[D∞]),
and the negative K-groups of Z[D∞] vanish, which implies the classic
assembly map AFe,Fall

is an isomorphism for n ≤ 1. Next apply Theo-
rem 2 to the infinite dihedral group with F = Fe the trivial family and
F ′ = Ffin. Since Z/2 is the only finite subgroup of D∞, and Z[Z/2]

has trivial Whitehead group, K̃0 and negative K-groups, we conclude
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AFe,Ffin
is an isomorphism for n ≤ 1. Putting these together, AFfin,Fall

must be an isomorphism for n ≤ 1 since

AFe,Fall
= AFe,Ffin

◦AFfin,Fall
.

To complete the proof of the proposition it remains to check the
assembly map condition for D∞ and n = 2, for which the argument
is similar but a bit more involved. As D∞ = Z/2 ∗ Z/2 we start

with the case G = Z/2. Dunwoody’s calculations in [10] show that
K2(Z[Z/2]) ∼= Z/2 ⊕ Z/2 and Wh2(Z/2) = 0, where Wh2(G) denotes
the second Whitehead group of G. Results of Loday in [16] imply that
Wh2(G) ∼= Coker(A) where A is the assembly map

A : H2(G;KZ)→ K2(ZG),

so A is a surjection. As Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence computa-
tions show H2(BZ/2;KZ) = Z/2⊕ Z/2, any surjection H2(BZ/2;KZ)→
K2(Z[Z/2]) must also be injective. Thus A is an isomorphism for
G = Z/2, n = 2. Theorem 2 can now be applied to conclude that
AFe,Ffin

is an isomorphism for Q = D∞, n = 2.
Now consider the commutative diagram

H2(Z/2;KZ)⊕H2(Z/2;KZ)
A
−−−→ K2(Z[Z/2])⊕K2(Z[Z/2])

j1





y

j2





y

H2(D∞;KZ)
A
−−−→ K2(Z[D∞])

where j1 and j2 are induced by inclusions Z/2 ↪→ D∞ on each factor,
and A denotes assembly maps. At the group level this diagram looks
like

(Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/2)2 A
−−−→ (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/2)2

j1





y

j2





y

H2(D∞;KZ)
A
−−−→ K2(Z[D∞]),

(4)

with the top map an isomorphism. By the Gersten/Stallings/Waldhausen
theorem [24], K2(Z[D∞]) ∼= (Z/2)3 and j2 is surjective. Therefore
j2A is surjective, so the bottom map is surjective, and consequently
H2(D∞;KZ) is at least (Z/2)3. The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral se-
quence shows H2(D∞;KZ) is at most (Z/2)3. We conclude that the
lower assembly map in (4) must be an isomorphism.

As in the case for n ≤ 1, if AFe,Ffin
and AFe,Fall

are isomorphisms
for Q = D∞, n = 2, then AFfin,Fall

must be an isomorphism also.
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Combining the isomorphisms from Proposition 14 and Theorem 2
with the isomorphism from the Farrell-Jones Theorem, we have

Corollary 15. Let Γ be any cocompact Fuchsian group. Then

AFfin,Fall
: πn(hocolim

O(Γ,Ffin)
K)→ Kn(ZΓ)

is an isomorphism for all n ≤ 1.

5. Spectral Sequence Computations

We now use spectral sequences to compute πn(hocolim
O(Γ,Ffin)

K) ∼= Kn(ZΓ)

and obtain our main result, stated here.

Main Theorem. Let Γ be a Fuchsian group such that the orbit space
H2/Γ is compact. Let {vi} be the vertices of H2/Γ and let Z/mi be the
stabilizer of a lift ṽi. Then

K−1(ZΓ) ∼= ⊕K−1(Z[Z/mi]),

K̃0(ZΓ) ∼= ⊕K̃0(Z[Z/mi]),

and

Wh(Γ) ∼= ⊕Wh(Z/mi).

To compute πn(hocolim
O(Γ,F in)

K) for all cocompact Fuchsian groups Γ,

n ≤ 1, we use the p-chain spectral sequence ([9], [17]). Let C be a
free EI-category, i.e. a category such that every morphism x → x
has an inverse and f � g = g implies f is the identity (f ∈ Aut(y),
g ∈ Mor(x, y)). Define an equivalence relation on objects of C by
x ∼ x′ if there is an invertible morphism x→ x′, and a partial ordering
on equivalence classes x̄ ≤ ȳ if there is a morphism x → y. Note
that the restricted orbit category O(Γ,F) is a free EI-category and
that Γ/Q ∼ Γ/K if and only if Q and K are conjugate. Furthermore

Γ/Q ≤ Γ/K if and only if Q is subconjugate to K. For simplicity we

suppress notation and write Γ/Q for Γ/Q.

Definition 16. The sequence

c = x̄0 ≤ x̄1 ≤ ... ≤ x̄p

is called a p-chain. For any p-chain c with p ≥ 2, define

S(c) = Mor(xp−1, xp) ×
Autxp−1

Mor(xp−2, xp−1) ×
Autxp−2

· · · ×
Autx1

Mor(x0, x1),

S(c) = Mor(x, y) if c is a 1-chain, and S(c) = Aut(x) if c is a 0-chain.
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The following spectral sequence is defined in general for any small,
free EI-category C, with any C-space X and coefficients in any C-
spectrum [17], [9]; we describe here the special case needed for our
computations, with C = O(Γ,Ffin), X = pt, and coefficients in K.

Theorem 17. [9] There exists a spectral sequence

E1
p,q =

⊕

p−chains c

HAutΓ/Q0
q (pt ×

AutΓ/Qp

S(c); K(Γ/Q0))

⇒ πp+q(hocolim
O(Γ,Ffin)

K).

When Γ is a cocompact Fuchsian group the E1 term can be signifi-
cantly simplified as follows.

Proposition 18. Let c = Γ/Q0 ≤ Γ/Q1 ≤ · · · ≤ Γ/Qp be a p-chain
in O(Γ,Ffin), and fix a fundamental polygon in H2 for Γ. Then there
exists a unique vertex v in H2/Γ such that Γ/Qp ≤ Γ/V where V is the
stabilizer of a lift of v. In the p-chain spectral sequence the E1

p,q-term
corresponding to c is

Hq(Γ;K(Z)) if Q0 = e, p = 0,

Hq(V ;K(Z)) if Q0 = e, p ≥ 1,

Hq(V/Q0;K(ZQ0)) if Q0 6= e, p ≥ 0,

with K(R) denoting Gersten’s algebraic K-theory spectrum [15].
Note in the special case of the 0-chains c = Γ/V , the last line sim-

plifies to Kq(ZV ).

Proof. As any isometry of H2 of finite order has fixed points, any finite
subgroup must be conjugate to a subgroup of the stabilizer of a lift of
some vertex in the fundamental domain H2/Γ. This vertex is unique as
the stabilizer of any edge is trivial. Furthermore (see Corollary 10.3.3
in [4]), V ∼= N(Qi) for each i, where N(Qi) denotes the normalizer in
Γ of Qi, if Qi is non-trivial. It is then straightforward to check that in
the orbit category, if Qi is non-trivial, that Mor(Γ/Qi, Γ/Qj) = V/Qj,
Aut(Γ/Qi) = V/Qi, and therefore S(c) = V/Qp.

Assuming Q0 6= e, the component of E1
p,q corresponding to c is

HV/Q0
q (pt. ⊗

V/Qp

V/Qp; K(Γ/Q0))

= HV/Q0
q (pt; K(Γ/Q0))

∼= Hq(V/Q0;K(ZQ0))
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where the isomorphism is obtained by applying the following “Shapiro’s
Lemma” identification of example 5.5 in [8],

HΓ
i (Γ/H; K(Γ/Q)) ∼= Hi(BH;K(ZQ)).

If Q0 = e, then N(Q0) = Γ, Mor(Γ/Q0, Γ/Q1) = Γ/Q1, and
Aut(Γ/Q0) = Γ. The term S(c) simplifies to S(c) = V/Qp⊗V/Q1 Γ/Q1.
For p > 0, the corresponding summand in E1

p,q is

HΓ
q (pt ⊗

V/Qp

(V/Qp ⊗
V/Q1

Γ/Q1); K(Γ/e))

= HΓ
q (Γ/V ; K(Γ/e))
∼= Hq(V ;K(Z)).

For p = 0

HΓ
q (pt; K(Γ/e)) ∼= Hq(Γ;K(Z)).

Again the isomorphisms are obtained with Shapiro’s Lemma.

In the next two propositions, we show that for Fuchsian groups the
p-chain spectral sequence collapses at E2, and we compute the E2 =
E∞-term.

Proposition 19. Let Γ be any cocompact Fuchsian group. Then E2
p,q =

0 if p ≥ 2 in the p-chain spectral sequence and thus the spectral sequence
collapses at E2.

Proof. Let c be a n-chain and d be a (n− 1)-chain obtained from c by
omitting one non-initial object. There is a natural map from S(c) to
S(d) through composition (though only defined up to Aut(Γ/Qp) if d
is obtained from c by omitting the final object of c). Regardless, if xn

and yn−1 are the final objects of c and d, we get a map pt⊗xn
S(c)→

pt⊗yn−1 S(d). The corresponding induced map on homology is precisely
the d1 differential on the summands of E1 corresponding to c and d
[17]. In the situation of Fuchsian groups, note in particular that if d is
obtained from c by omitting the last object of c, then (by Proposition
18) the d1 differential restricted to the appropriate summands is the
identity, provided n ≥ 1.

Write E1
p,q = Ap,q⊕Bp,q, where A (resp. B) consists of the summands

arising from p-chains with Qp = V (resp. Qp 6= V ) for some vertex
group V . For p ≥ 2 let c be a p-chain ending in V , and c − V be the
(p− 1)-chain obtained from c by dropping the last object. Since each
chain c− V corresponds to a unique c, and since the d1 differential on
the terms corresponding to c and c − V is plus or minus the identity
map if p ≥ 2, d1 restricted to Ap,q is injective for p ≥ 2.
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Now take an element x ∈ E1
p,q, p > 0, and express it as x = a + b,

with a ∈ Ap,q, b ∈ Bp,q. If b arises from a sum of chains γ, create a new
sum of chains γ′ by adding the appropriate V to the end of each chain
in γ. Let a′ ∈ Ap+1,q be the unique element arising from γ ′ such that
d1(a′) = a′′+b for some a′′ ∈ Ap,q. Such an a′ exists as d1 uniquely sends
each summand of γ′ to (plus or minus) the corresponding summand of
γ. Then

a + b = a + (d1(a′)− a′′) = (a− a′′) + d1(a′).

Thus any element x of E1
p,q can be expressed as a sum x = a+d1(a′)

with a ∈ Ap,q, a
′ ∈ Ap+1,q. Furthermore, since the d1 differential is

injective on Ap,q for p ≥ 2, the intersection of Ap,q and d1(Ap+1,q)
is trivial. Therefore E1

p,q = Ap,q ⊕ d1(Ap+1,q) for p ≥ 2. It follows

immediately that E2
p,q vanishes for p ≥ 2 and the spectral sequence

collapses at E2.

Proposition 20. Let Γ be any cocompact Fuchsian group. Then in
the p-chain spectral sequence converging to πn(hocolim

O(Γ,Ffin)
K),

E2
1,q = 0, q ≤ 1,

E2
0,1 = E∞

0,1 = H1(Γ;K(Z))⊕ (⊕iWh(Vi)) =

= (Γ)ab ⊕ Z/2⊕ (⊕iWh(Z/mi)),

E2
0,0 = E∞

0,0 = H0(Γ;K(Z))⊕ (⊕iK̃0(ZVi)) =

= Z⊕ (⊕iK̃0(Z[Z/mi]),

E2
0,−1 = E∞

0,−1 = ⊕iK−1(Z[Z/mi]),

and E2
0,q = 0 for q ≤ −2.

Proof. By the previous proposition, we need only determine d1 : E1
1,q →

E1
0,q to complete the proof. We begin by analyzing differentials arising

from Γ/Q ≤ Γ/V → Γ/Q when Q 6= e. As in the case for larger chains,
d1 restricted to these terms is the identity. Furthermore for each 0-chain
Γ/Q (Q 6= e, Q 6= V ) there is a unique 1-chain Γ/Q ≤ Γ/V .

Next consider differentials arising from Γ/e ≤ Γ/V → Γ/V , d1 :
Hq(V ;K(Z))→ Hq(V/V ;K(ZV )) = Kq(ZV ). By [9], [17], (also see [19]
for an example) these are classic assembly maps, which are injective
for q ≤ 1. Imitating the proof of Proposition 19, it follows that d1

restricted to A1,q is injective for q ≤ 1. We can thus write E1
1,q =

A1,q ⊕ d1(A2,q), and it follows that E2
1,q vanishes for q ≤ 1.
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Finally we calculate E2
0,q = E1

0,q/d
1(A1,q) for q ≤ 1. From the de-

scription of E1
0,q from Proposition 18 and the analysis of d1 above,

E2
0,q = {Hq(Γ;K(Z))⊕ (⊕iKq(ZV ))}/⊕i (A(Hq(V ;K(Z)))

where A represents the assembly map for q ≤ 1. We obtain the E2

term described in the Proposition.

The standard reductions from K0 to K̃0 and from K1 to Whitehead
groups yield our main result.
Remark. The calculations can also be performed using Quinn’s spec-
tral sequence. One obtains the same results for K̃0 and the negative
K-groups, but a non-zero d2 differential prevents the determination
of the Whitehead group. For Fuchsian groups, that spectral sequence
collapses at E3.
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